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Paraguay, Land of the Tea With a "Kick"

Yerba Mate May Yet Become a Favorite Dew Beverage Here—Inland South America Reenriched. With Ten Women to Each American, Seeks Commercial Advancement

BY HENRY HULME SEVIER.

A

lthough Paraguay may be known as the "Land of the Tea With a "Kick"": Yerba Mate May Yet Become a Favorite Dew Beverage Here—Inland South America Reenriched. With Ten Women to Each American, Seeks Commercial Advancement, it is a fact that it is refreshing primarily to the tea lover in a very great degree. The tea is mild and delicate in flavor, and it is of a very light color, which is due to the fact that it is made from the young shoots of the yerba plant. The tea is a popular beverage in Paraguay, and it is also popular in Argentina and Uruguay.

The yerba plant is a shrub that grows to a height of about 2 meters. It has small, oval leaves that are dark green in color. The leaves are used to make tea, which is popular in many countries around the world.

The tea is made by boiling the dried leaves in hot water. The resulting tea has a mild, slightly sweet flavor and is often enjoyed as a substitute for coffee.
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